Dear President Biden: You Should Save, Not Revoke, Section 230
By Eric Goldman*
In 1996, Congress enacted an extraordinary law, 47 U.S.C. § 230 (“Section 230”). Section 230
says that websites usually aren’t legally liable for third-party content (subject to some statutory
exclusions).1
This simple proposition has had profound implications. Section 230 has facilitated the
emergence of Web 2.0—a universe of Internet services that help us communicate and engage
with each other in powerful and novel ways.2 Many of the top Internet services depend on
Section 230, and we rely on Section 230-enabled services hourly.
Section 230 played a crucial role during the COVID-related shutdowns. Major institutions,
including businesses, schools, and governments, continued to serve their communities by
immediately switching over to Section 230-protected Internet technologies, including
videoconferencing software like Zoom,3 online marketplaces like Amazon Marketplace,4 and gig
services like Instacart. Had our country not pivoted online as quickly as it did, the death toll and
economic damage from COVID would have been dramatically worse.5 Section 230 literally
helped save lives—and our country.
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Despite Section 230’s vital benefits to our country, Section 230 has emerged as a top target of
the broader techlash movement. In fact, in January 2020, you said: “Section 230 should be
revoked, immediately should be revoked, number one.”6
Congress will try to honor your request. Even during the pandemic and the associated economic
distress, Congress made time to introduce a tsunami of Section 230 reform bills.7 Despite those
extensive Congressional efforts, the path forward on Section 230 reform isn’t clear. In general,
the Democrats want Internet services to remove more content; the Republicans want Internet
services to remove less content. This partisan split might lead to gridlock and paralysis, or it
could make strange bedfellows and awful backroom deals.
As president, your leadership can transcend the partisanship of Section 230 reform. These four
principles can guide your leadership:
#1: Set the Right Factual Baseline. People are terrible to each other, both online and off. The
Internet sometimes makes this bad behavior easier to observe, but often that just mirrors broader
systemic problems. Because of this, it’s unfair and unrealistic to expect Internet services to
eliminate all anti-social behavior online. Instead, we should compare their success against the
levels of anti-social behavior offline.8
If the Internet accelerates anti-social behavior compared to offline activity, we might consider if
regulatory interventions could redress that acceleration. However, Internet services are
constantly rolling out new and effective deceleration techniques;9 and eventually, Internet
services should reduce anti-social online activities below the offline baseline. Section 230
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provides the essential legal safety net that lets Internet services experiment with and iterate these
pro-social interventions.10
#2: Set the Right Legal Baseline. Section 230 and the First Amendment provide overlapping
protection for some categories of speech, including hate speech and political parody. In those
circumstances, the First Amendment will “gap-fill” any reductions in Section 230’s coverage—
meaning that Section 230 reforms won’t change those substantive outcomes. Instead, the reforms
would hurt the Internet by stripping away Section 230’s valuable procedural benefits.11 In other
words, where Section 230 and the First Amendment overlap, reducing Section 230 raises
everyone’s costs without any corresponding substantive benefit. To avoid that outcome, any
Section 230 reform must be carefully evaluated against the First Amendment legal baseline.
#3: Ensure Evidence-Based Policy-Making. Section 230 reform should be supported by
credible evidence demonstrating the reform’s likely efficacy. Without that evidence, Section 230
reform could lead to avoidably bad outcomes.
For example, in 2018, Congress passed FOSTA, which created several new Section 230
exceptions for promotions for sex trafficking and commercial sex.12 FOSTA sought to reduce
online channels for marketing sex trafficking victims—a laudable goal. Unfortunately, FOSTA’s
outcomes were anything but laudable. The law counterproductively reduced law enforcement
efforts to rescue sex trafficking victims, wreaked havoc on commercial sex workers, and
eliminated some valuable speech on the Internet.13 FOSTA appears to have hurt many
communities without countervailing benefits.
Frustratingly, many experts warned Congress exactly how FOSTA would fail.14 Congress
disregarded the extensive evidence presented to it.
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The stakes for Section 230 reform are too high to make a FOSTA-like error again. Another
Section 230 reform mistake could have drastic consequences for our economy, our key
institutions, and our society. You should require Congress to gather credible evidence showing
how Section 230 reform would actually solve a specific problem15—and take seriously the
evidence indicating potential adverse consequences.
#4: Restore the U.S. as the World’s Free Speech Leader. For decades, the United States was a
global leader on free speech issues. That leadership took a substantial hit during Trump’s
administration—with one crucial exception. In 2020, Pres. Trump signed the
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (the USMCA, also called NAFTA 2.0), which requires
Canada and Mexico to adopt Section 230-like protections.16 This USMCA provision represented
an unprecedented effort to export the Section 230’s free speech norms.17 Your administration
should continue to proliferate Section 230 throughout the globe.
Of course, it would be disingenuous for the United States to tout its global free speech leadership
if we are simultaneously reducing Section 230’s protections. The world is watching our moves
on speech regulation, especially in light of how our moral leadership on the topic eroded in the
Trump era. Our moves should promote free speech online, not seek to circumscribe it.
Your presidency is a time to rebuild our country.18 It would be a tragic misstep if your
presidency instead tore down one of Congress’ most significant technology policy
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accomplishments. The Internet is one of our most cherished institutions, and I hope you will
fight to preserve what makes it great.
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